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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•
•
•
•
•

S&P 500 and DJIA up 5% and 3% respectively for the quarter
10 Year Treasury Yield declines in 2Q from 2.73% to 2.53%
Barclays US Aggregate Index had returns of 2.04% for the quarter and 3.93% Year To Date
Stock Market Capitalization to GDP closes at 2nd highest reading since 1950
Federal Reserve continues with tapering

Exhibit 1

HFG Valuation Metrics of S&P 500, 2Q’14

2ND QUARTER SUMMARY
I find that baseball and investing share many similarities. As a young boy, I memorized batting averages, RBI and home runs
for the best players. My favorite newspaper was the Sunday edition that provided all of those juicy stats. Over the last couple
of months, I read a book called Moneyball. Many of you may be familiar with this book because it was made into a movie
and starred Brad Pitt. My wife, for the first time really enjoyed a baseball movie. Moneyball is a story about the Oakland A’s
and the statistics they use to select players.
Oakland is the least economically vibrant community of all the Major-league baseball cities. And because of this, ownership
is cautious and tight with their payroll. In an era where free agency enables the LA Dodgers, NY Yankees, and the Boston
Red Sox to buy the best players, Oakland is relegated to picking up the crumbs and trying to find diamonds in the rough.
To our surprise, Oakland, with the payroll that is one quarter to one third of the big spenders, continues to field a highly
competitive team on the diamond each year. How do they do that? The answer lies in Oakland’s use of statistics, which the
rest of Major League baseball seems to ignore.
This brings us to an engineer in the 70s named Bill James. Being a stat junkie he came up with a formula that explained how
a team scores runs. For instance, when baseball people talk about scoring runs, they focus on a team’s or player’s batting
average. Refusing to follow the crowd, James discovered that the number of runs a team scores is actually more correlated
to on-base percentage and slugging percentage than the traditional batting average. Batting average is: total hits divided by
total number of at bats. It determines the player’s success rate in getting a hit. In that process he determined a player that
walked was almost as productive as a player that got a hit. The statistic of batting average failed to capture this crucial piece of
information. James determined that on-base percentage was a better indicator of a player’s ability to score a run in contrast
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to batting average. For those of you who aren’t baseball diehards, on-base percentage adds walks to hits to get a percentage.
James also determined that slugging percentage and the number of pitches a batter took for each “at bat” were indicators of
run production as well. I won’t bore my non-baseball friends with all of James’s findings. James wrote a book each year in
the early 1970s updating these new statistics on each player and sold only 30 to 50 copies. Over time he gave up his pursuit of
trying to distribute his research to Major-league baseball due to the lack of interest. Then came Billy Beane and the Oakland
A’s, who found the information of value and decided to put it in place for their ballclub during the late 90s. As of July 25, 2014
the Oakland A’s have the best record in the Major Leagues and have won the Western Division of the American League the
last two years. Since 2000 they have made the playoffs 7 of the 14 years and they did it with a payroll that was #27 out of 30
teams in 2012 and #29 of the league’s 30 in 2013. At this stage most of you are saying, “Interesting Haberling, but what does
this have to do with portfolio management?”
After reading the book I had an Aha! moment. After the 2008 market collapse we at Haberling Financial Group (HFG)
started asking questions. Was there a better way to determine the markets attractiveness? Should we continue following
the industry’s preference for looking at the most recent earnings to calculate a Price to Earnings ratio? Were there better
statistics than the 1 year P/E ratio to forecast returns? Was there a better way to assess risk for the benefit of our clients’?
The answer we came to was, YES. For example, the money management firm GMO used other metrics and statistics that
allowed them to caution investors of the excess valuations of the stock market prior to the 2008-2009 Bear Market. (The
founder of GMO, Jeremy Grantham, warned clients in 1986 before the 1990 Japanese stock bubble and later in the late 1990s
of the tech bubble. In both cases he was 3-4 years early in his call and this cost his firm dearly. Many clients fired them in
1999 prior to the 2000 crash.) Back to 2007, as the Dow hit 14,000 the industry ignored the new high as just another number.
GMO, on the other hand, noted that profit margins were nearing all-time highs, thus skewing earnings. This meant that the
current P/E ratio was much higher than it appeared. If the markets had given heed to the Shiller P/E ratio (which captures
high profit margins) it would have noticed it recorded its 3rd highest mark over the last 100 years in the fall of 2007. GMO
was right again.
Today, HFG has its own version of Moneyball statistics and we share these with you in our Quarterly Market Summary. I
think it is important to remind our clients and readers that these statistics and metrics have predictive ability over a 7-10
year time horizon. However, they do not have accurate predictive value inside of 5 years. If your next thought is “What
does have predictive ability in the short run?”, you are on to the MILLION DOLLAR question. I’m sorry to disappoint you
with my answer, because, we do not believe these statistics exist. Markets are far too dynamic in the short term. There are
unpredictable economic, political and global events that can have significant influence to short-term prices. In summary,
short-term events are random, just like luck. Our approach is not to hope for luck. We want to use evidence. The balance of
this Market Summary will focus on education. We will focus on one of the metrics and illustrate how we use it to determine
the market’s relative attractiveness and the assessment of what it is telling us about future returns. I hope you find this
interesting.

STOCK MARKET CAPITALIZATION TO GDP
The Stock Market Capitalization (Market Cap) to GDP is an approach of looking at the Total Value (Price) of the US stock
market and comparing it to US output (Sales). GDP measures Sales if the United States was one big enterprise. The Market
Cap to GDP is in essence the Price to Sales ratio for the US stock market and US economy.
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The logic of this metric or formula is simple. If you were looking at purchasing a rental property, the price you would pay
for it would be determined by what you could rent it for. That ratio could be defined as the Price to Rent-ratio. In evaluating
stocks and business we substitute Rent with Sales. The validity of using a Price to Sales ratio rather than a Price to Earnings
ratio is that accountants and managers can be creative in determining earnings. Earnings equal Sales minus Expenses. To
eliminate the potential risk of creative accounting or even fraudulent reporting, analysts look to sales. Sales are considered
a reliable measurement of results. As we evaluate the Market Cap to GDP metric keep in mind that no metric should be
viewed in isolation. From our perspective it is best to examine multiple valuation metrics to determine if they are coming to
the same conclusion. If not, we have more work to do to understand why they don’t.
The Market Cap to GDP metric has become popular in recent years, thanks to Warren Buffett. Back in 2001, he remarked
in a Fortune Magazine interview that “it is probably the best single measure of where valuations stand at any given moment.
(Note: I think it is important to understand what he didn’t say. He didn’t say that if the ratio is high the market will fall
immediately or in the near future.) The data for this ratio goes back to 1951. Let’s take a look at the ratio provided by dshort.
com.

Exhibit 2
The Buffet Indicator: Corporate Equities to GDP

The summary details of the chart illustrate that stock prices have ranged from a low of 33% of GDP (in early 1950s) to the
peak of 153% in 2000. The average over this time frame has been 68%. Short illustrates for those that are into statistics
that one positive standard deviation from the mean would put the Market Cap to GDP ratio at 93.2% and two standard
deviations would place it at 118%. Today, we are about 125%. This is more than two deviations from the mean. For those of
you that aren’t into statistics the frequency or probability of this type of valuation happens less than 3% of the time. We are
in rare territory.
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STOCK MARKET CAP TO GDP AND FUTURE STOCK RETURNS
The next chart is provided by Dr. John Hussman. He illustrates in this graph the relationship of Market Cap/GDP ratios to
future returns. It may take a moment for you to understand the beauty of this chart, but stay with us. On the right axis is the
decade annualized return of the stock market. The high is 20% and the low is -5%. On the left axis is the Market Cap /GDP
ratio at the beginning of the decade. The low is shown at the top of the left axis at .30 or 30% of GDP. It increases as it goes
down the left side to 1.2 which is 120% of GDP. What is this chart telling us? When the left axis (Market Cap/GDP Ratio) is
.6 or lower, future returns average 10-20% for those decades. When the ratio increases to over 1 future returns fall into the
-5 to 1% range. What we see is an inverse relationship of Market Cap/GDP ratios and stock returns over the next decade.
When the market sells for a low Market Cap/GDP ratio, future decade returns are high. When the market sells for a high
Market Cap/GDP ratio, future decade returns are low. Hussman believes, and we agree that a metric is only valuable if it has
predictive power. From this graph we would determine that it has excellent predictive power when viewed over a 10 year
time period because the two lines are extremely correlated. The blue line is the Market Cap/GDP ratio and the red line is the
annualized decade return. As I stated earlier in this letter and in past articles we are unaware of any metric or indicator that
has an accurate predictive ability over a short period of time. If you are wondering what the chart is forecasting for the next
decade find the green arrow at the bottom right of the chart. It is illustrating the next decade returns are likely to be sub-zero.
That is a cold thought in our current summer heat wave.

Exhibit 3

Stock Market Cap to GDP
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MARKET SUMMARY CLOSING COMMENTS
It is hard to justify why the stock market sells at such a high valuation today with a sluggish economy. Whether we use the
Shiller P/E (as discussed in prior Market Summaries) or the Market Cap/ GDP or the Price to Sales ratio, all of these are
indicating an overvalued stock market. My conclusion for the high valuations is primarily a function of the Federal Reserve’s
interest rate policy. Low interest rates artificially inflate the value of all assets. Let me illustrate how. In a normal interest
rate climate investors can yield 4-5% on investment grade bonds. If a real estate investor is looking at selling their income
producing property the market value of the property is discounted by a market rate of return to determine fair value. That
market rate of return starts with the return investors make on 4-5% investment grade bonds. We then add a premium to the
return on investment grade bonds to justify the risk of owning real estate or the stock market. The risk premium will add
another 3-4%. Assume the property being sold generates net income of $100,000 and assume investors expect an 8% return
for owning real estate, the value of the property would be ($100,000 divided by .08 = $1,250,000). However, in our current
climate investment grade bonds yield only 2% and thus real estate investors might be satisfied with a 5% return. (Low risk
return of 2% plus 3% risk premium = 5%). Let’s examine what happens to the market value of the said real estate under this
scenario. We calculate the value of the real estate in the same manner. We take the income of $100,000 and divide it by the
expected return of 5% and get a market value of $2,000,000. So, an investor that purchased the property in 2007 at a purchase
price of $1,250,000 could sell the same property for $2,000,000 today. The property has the same income creation ability,
but because of the lower return requirements of the market (influenced by the Federal Reserve Interest rate policy) it now
sells for 60% more. This example illustrates what has happened to our stock and investment real estate markets since 2008.
I hope that you appreciate how stock and real estate markets could change if and when interest rates rise. This is only one
of the many reasons we remain underweighted in stocks and maintain a cautious posture. With that said, GMO and others,
believe that bubbles are defined as a two standard deviation event. (For non-geeks this means prices are in the 95th or higher
percentile.) At this time we have only a few of our metrics in this category, while the Shiller PE is approaching the threshold.
This could mean that the market still has some momentum. But if we are to focus on making sure we participate up to the
very end, we run the risk of holding on as the market goes over the cliff.

A DEEPER LOOK INTO THE FEDERAL RESERVE- BY WILL WANG
In our last market summary, we discussed the leadership of the Federal Reserve and the status of the Federal Open Market
Committee’s (FOMC) Bond Purchase program. To continue with the theme of understanding the gatekeeper of our nation’s
economic health, it makes sense to explore some of their objectives and standards. When the Federal Reserve was created
in 1913, the United States had many forms of different currency. Currency was being issued by all walks of life. Some were
secured by physical gold, silver and commodities and others as simple as our modern day concept of “IOUs”. The Federal
Reserve’s call to action was to “organize, standardize and stabilize” the money supply system. Today, their job description
remains very similar.
Over the years, the organizing and standardizing has been maintained with the primary focus shifting to stabilizing. The
first objective of the FOMC is to stabilize prices and monitor inflation levels. Inflation is defined as a sustained increase in
the general price level of goods and services in an economy over a period of time. This can happen from one of two ways:
Common goods and services can increase in price, or money becomes too abundant chasing the same number of items.
The government controls the price of goods by encouraging competitive free markets and protecting important assets from
being monopolized. Imagine if there was only one provider of crude oil? If one company or entity had sole control, they
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would have the ability to restrict supply and raise prices. If the price of oil spiked, naturally so would all things petroleum
based. In the end, each individual household, regardless if they used petroleum or not, would be influenced because this
increase in oil price would affect the cost of production in other industries like farming and manufacturing. The second
threat of inflation (abundant money supply) still exists: thus the delicate nature of our economy.
The second objective is to ensure maximum or full employment for production and output. From afar, the economic system
seems to be in full force. Housing markets have stabilized and equity markets are at all- time highs. Businesses around the
country seem to be hiring again with the current reported unemployment rate at 6.1% (5.2% to 5.7% is considered full) and
operations recovering to pre-2008 levels. So what do the numbers tell us? GDP has been steady over the last few years but
took a slight dip over the last quarter and although consumer confidence is up as measured by the consumer confidence
index, consumer spending remains stagnant and underwhelming. Many of the largest retailers have observed that revenue
growth remains sluggish because more people continue to keep an eye on their wallets after being sucker-punched during
the 2008 fiasco. Consumers are aware this could be “smoke and mirrors” as employment statistics remain in question due
to the weakness in the reporting system. The number reported is approximately 6.1%, but as many of you are aware, our
current system considers workers in part time positions who desire a full time position as fully employed. Discouraged
workers are eliminated from the labor force altogether, which means that during severe recessionary periods fluctuations in
rates tend to be understated. The Bureau of Labor Statistics published a new figure for all unemployed members including
anyone marginally attached to the workforce, which accounts for discouraged and part time employees looking for full time
work. This indicator better represents the true unemployment rate, which currently reports at 12.1% (adjusted seasonally).
The goal here is not to compare 12.1% with the 6.1% being reported. That would be like comparing apples to oranges, as each
statistic captures a different population. Where these numbers tell a story is the percentage change from one quarter to the
next. Reporting a 6.7% to 6.1% decrease seems like a significant step forward for our economy. The all encompassing figure
illustrates only a marginal change from 12.2% to 12.1%.
Today, the Federal Reserve continues to suppress short term interest rates by manipulating the supply of money. The
rationale behind this plan is what the Federal Reserve calls a Wealth Effect, which means as asset prices increase consumers
feel wealthier and free to spend. In talking with clients and friends many of them aren’t buying the permanent increase in the
value of assets and thus are not participating in what the Feds would hope to be a robust consumption period. HFG remains
cautiously optimistic as we venture into unchartered territory regarding the influence of the Federal Reserve.
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EXHIBIT 1 DISCLOSURES
P/E 1 Year Trailing Earnings: This is taking the last four quarters of the as reported earnings of the S&P 500 companies and dividing this
number into the Price of the S&P 500 index. This ratio can provide false signals as it doesn’t factor in the cyclical nature of corporate earnings.
Post recession periods earnings can decline significantly on a shorter term basis as create very high P/E ratios. These high P/E ratios would
normally signify that stocks are overpriced. Source: http://www.vectorgrader.com/indicators/price-earnings
Shiller P/E ratio: Yale professor Robert Shiller, the author of Irrational Exuberance, averages the last 10 years of earnings and then adjusts
them for inflation to get the Shiller P/E. Shiller refers to this ratio as the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio, abbreviated as CAPE.
Source Dr. Shiller’s website 06/30/2014
The Price to Sales (P/S) ratio is the current market value of the S&P 500 index divided by the last four quarters of sales. It is used because sales
are much less susceptible to cyclical swings than earnings. During recessions, profit margins can become depressed, while during booms, they
tend to become abnormally high. The average P/S ratio was calculated by using a weighted average of Hussman’s pre-bubble average P/S ratio
with the S&P Analyst handbook average P/S ratio. Source S&P Analyst Handbook and S&P Indices.com and Hussmanfunds.com website
Market Cap to GDP: This indicator has been described by Warren Buffet as “probably the best single measure of where valuations stand at
any given moment.” It compares the total price of all publicly traded companies to GDP. This metric can also be thought of as an economy
wide price to sales ratio.
Source: http://www.vectorgrader.com/indicators/market-cap-gdp
The Q Ratio is a popular method of estimating the fair value of the stock market developed by Nobel Laureate, James Tobin. The Q Ratio is the
total price of the market divided by the replacement cost of all its companies. The numbers are supplied in the Federal Reserve Z.1 Financial
Haberling Financial Group (HFG) is a financial services corporation specializing in investment management and financial planning. HFG
has been providing quality wealth management services since 1983, and currently manages over $300 million in assets for 600 families and
retirement plans.
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